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Aeron® Chairs

Aeron is the only chair with Pellicle® suspension, a unique material that conforms to the
body and distributes weight evenly over the seat and back for truly customized support.
Air circulates through the Pellicle, keeping the sitter comfortable by preventing body heat
build-up. Each of the available Pellicle patterns delivers the same unique level of customfitted support and breathability.

sized to fit
Aeron chairs come in three sizes. The B size is the best fit for most people. The A size fits
those who are smaller and lighter; the C size fits taller and heavier people. Anybody—from
the 1st percentile female to the 99th percentile male—can find a perfect Aeron fit.

Pellicle Classic

Pellicle Waves

Pellicle Tuxedo

Herman Miller builds the Aeron chair responsibly, conscious of its environmental impact.
Many of its parts are made from recycled materials, including the base, which is recycled
aluminum, and the frame, made from recycled polymer.

Aeron Work Chair

Aeron Side Chair

12-year, 3-shift warranty
Like all Herman Miller products, the Aeron chair is durable for long-term performance and value. As a statement of our
confidence in its quality, the Aeron chair is covered by the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward promise that we
stand behind that quality 100 percent. The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and includes labor
on all warranty work.

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers,
please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
© 2004 Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Michigan Printed in U.S.A. O.MS2320-32
® L, Aeron, Kinemat, Pellicle, and PostureFit are among the registered trademarks of Herman Miller, Inc.

adjusting the aeron chair
Active adjustments give people control over their
own comfort and support.

breakthrough ergonomics, versatile looks
Some designs defy imitation, and the Aeron chair is one of them. Bill Stumpf and
Don Chadwick purposefully designed it to be like no other chair–replacing foam
and fabric with a breathable, form-fitting material and using science to achieve
new levels of comfort and support. Extensive research shaped the original design.
Continuing research ensures that Aeron remains the benchmark for performance
in ergonomic seating. Available in three sizes, Aeron fits people of all statures,
adapting and adjusting to them throughout the day. Its wide range of material
and finish options makes it welcome in spaces from formal to contemporary.
You won’t find anything else like it, anywhere.
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1. Seat height – A two-stage pneumatic lift adjusts
the seat height from 143⁄8 to 191⁄2 inches on the
A-size chair and from 15 to 207⁄8 inches on B- and
C-size chairs.
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2. Tilt tension – This adjustment lets you control the
resistance felt when you lean back.
3. Armrest height and angle – Each armrest adjusts
independently in a 4-inch range. Armrests pivot
171⁄2 degrees inward for keyboarding and 15 degrees
outward for mousing.
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4. Lumbar support – The lumbar pad adjusts
vertically through a 41⁄2-inch range. Its depth can be
set at either 3⁄4 or 13⁄4 inches. The lumbar pad is also
available on the side chair.
5. PostureFit – A half turn of a knob moves
PostureFit through the full range of its adjustability
to provide the desired level of support.
6. Forward tilt – This adjustment positions the
chair 5 degrees forward for intensive work postures.
7. Tilt limiter – The limiter lets you control the tilt
range without being locked in a single position.

advanced ergonomics
Aeron’s Kinemat® tilt allows the body to pivot naturally and
simultaneously at the ankles, knees, and hips for smooth, proper
support in any seated position. Because continuing research has
shown that many people are sitting upright and forward, Aeron
offers the PostureFit® option. It provides custom-fitted support
at the lower back that promotes proper alignment of the spine
for a healthful, comfortable posture.

refreshed aesthetics
Extensive material and finish choices make Aeron a comfortable
addition to nearly any interior. From the pinstripe look of Classic
to the gentle swell of Waves to the geometric shape of Tuxedo,
Pellicle patterns in neutral colors offer a variety of choices.
Titanium, polished aluminum, and graphite finishes complement
the full selection of Pellicle colors.
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